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“Your injuries are getting worse, Master… Should I get some holy medicine

from the secret chamber for you…?” asked Fifth Mistress.

“Do you think you can just waltz in there?!” retorted Freyr.

“I’m sorry…! I was so worried that I ended up forgetting the rules…!”
whimpered the trembling Fifth Mistress.

“Bah! Forget it! You’re just being concerned for me, so I don’t blame you.
That aside, the holy medicine made by Master Trilight is really potent… I just

took it yesterday, so if I take it again today, I’ll surely explode!” explained

Freyr while shaking his head.

“That aside, I’m sure I don’t need to remind you that the secret chamber holds

our family’s greatest secret. With that said, if you bring this up again, don’t
blame me for punishing you according to our family’s rules! Either way, you
can all leave now. I have something to discuss with the young mistresses

later,” scoffed Freyr as he waved his hand.

“Very well,” replied all three of them including Gerald as they exited the

room.

Since Mr. Shyu immediately went off to look for the Eldest Young Mistress,
only Gerald and the Fifth Mistress remained. Just as Gerald was about to leave
as well, however, the Fifth Mistress suddenly leaned closer to him before



whispering, “Silly boy, there’s no need to pretend anymore…! No one’s here!
To my room! Hurry!”

“H-huh…?” replied the startled Gerald. Judging from her expression, it
appeared that she had some sort of relationship with the real Chuck…

Regardless, Gerald had initially been planning to look for the secret chamber

that Fifth Mistress had earlier mentioned. After all, Freyr had said that there

was a family secret in there… Now that things had taken this turn, Gerald
figured he may as well just follow her and find a chance to ask her where the
room was.

With that in mind, he followed her to her room… And the second she locked

the door, she immediately leaped onto him!

‘Good heavens!’ Gerald thought to himself as he instinctively dodged.

“What do you think you’re doing, you brat?” grumbled the annoyed Fifth

Mistress.

“H-hold it, Fifth Mistress…! I, uh… have something to tell you!” replied

Gerald.

“Well, go on!” grumbled the increasingly impatient Fifth Mistress.

“W-well… There’s… Uh… Some sort of holy medicine in the secret

chamber!”



“Of course. There are many other Zandt family secrets in there as well. What’s

up with that?” asked the puzzled Fifth Mistress.

“I… Well, I overheard a conversation between Master and Mr. Shyu earlier…

As it turns out, Master Trilight had actually given Master two kinds of holy

medicine! While one of them is to help treat him, the other is used to preserve

the youth of a woman for up to thirty years!” replied Gerald.

“What? Is… That really true…? But I was with Master almost every day

before this… How come I never heard him mention it before? Could it be that

there’s going to be a Sixth Mistress and he’s preparing that for her…?”
grumbled Fifth Mistress who was now simultaneously interested and jealous.
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